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Abstract

Studies of the cognitive benefits of physical activity need to move beyond simple aerobic activities that require little thought (treadmill running, riding a stationary bicycle, or rapid walking) and resistance training. Many studies have looked at this in older adults, and the evidence points strongly to those activities having little or no cognitive benefit, certainly little or no improvement to the executive functions that depend on prefrontal cortex. There is encouraging evidence for other types of physical activity improving executive functions; however they have received far less study.

INTRODUCTION

To review the evidence on the benefits of physical activity for executive functions (EFs), it is necessary first to find all the studies that examined this and to exclude all studies whose experimental designs prohibit drawing a conclusion about whether the activity benefited EFs or not. For example, all purely correlational studies need to be excluded. Those studies compare the EFs of persons who happen to have engaged in Activity A versus the EFs of others who happen to have engaged in Activity B or at least not in Activity A. Factors which caused people to pick Activity A or not might account for any differences in EFs found; we have no way of knowing if the activity itself caused any benefit found. Second, studies with no comparison group (e.g., studies that looked only participants in Activity A) must be excluded because there is no way to tell if improvements might have been found even if participants had not done that activity. Third, I have excluded all studies that looked only at an acute effect right after one bout of exercise because I do not know what those results imply about effects that last more than 24 hours from an exercise program or regimen.

Finally, because I am interested specifically in EFs, only studies that included at least one EF outcome measure, broadly defined, are included here. The core EFs consist of (1) inhibitory control, including selective attention: thinking before we act (i.e., giving considered responses rather than impulsive ones), resisting temptations, resisting distractions, and staying focused; (2) working memory: holding information in mind and mentally working with it, such as mentally exploring relations among ideas and facts, updating your thinking or planning, translating instructions into action plans, or mentally doing a mathematical calculation; and (3) cognitive flexibility: ‘thinking outside the box,’ being able to adjust to changed demands or priorities, take advantage of sudden, unexpected opportunities, or overcome sudden, unexpected problems [1,2]. From those core EFs, higher-order EFs of reasoning, planning, and creative problem-solving are built [1,3]. These 4 criteria yielded the 15 studies included in this review.

Six studies have examined EF benefits from aerobic activity versus an active control group. All six were in older adults (most subjects being >60 years). Four of those six studies (67%) found no EF benefits at all from aerobic exercise [4-7]. Similarly, two meta-analyses that included 11 and 17 randomized control trials respectively found minimal or no EF benefits from aerobic activity [8, 9].

Five studies have examined EF benefits from resistance training. Again, all were in older adults. For three of those three studies, resistance training was the active control condition, rather than the activity of primary interest; in none of those three studies was any EF benefit observed from resistance training. In the two studies where resistance training was the activity of interest and stretching/toning was the active control, a few EF benefits were found for resistance training. Better spatial working memory was found by Cassilhas [10]. More improvement, though no better post-test scores, on the Stroop and Flanker tasks than controls was found by Liu-Ambrose et al[11,12]. Neither study found improvements in verbal working memory.

Contrast the disappointing results for aerobic exercise and resistance training with the very encouraging results
for traditional martial arts [13]. Those randomly assigned to TaekWondo showed more improvement and better post-test scores than those randomly assigned to physical exercise on all dimensions of EFs studied (e.g., cognitive [focused vs. distractible] and affective [persevere vs. quit] and emotion regulation). This was found in multiple contexts and on multiple measures. Also worth following up is Manjunath and Telles [14] finding that those randomly assigned to yoga (which included relaxation and awareness training in addition to exercises) improved more, and performed better at post-test, on the Tower of London EF task than their peers assigned to physical exercise. (Unfortunately there was only one outcome measure.)

The martial arts and yoga studies were done in children, not older adults. Were better results found because of the age of participants or because of differences between these activities and simple aerobic exercise or resistance training? It is difficult to know for sure. Only two studies that meet the criteria above have looked at possible EF benefits from simple aerobic exercise in children (in one of those two studies it was simple aerobic exercise plus resistance training) [15]. Tuckman and Hinke [16] found better post-test performance (they did not look at change) on one of their three EF measures, the most difficult one, in children who did aerobic running versus standard physical education. Kamijo et al. (2011) [15] found a small EF benefit but that was due to the control group getting worse on the very easiest condition. These two studies suggest that simple aerobic exercise or resistance training may be no more beneficial for the EFs of children than it is for older adults. Alas there are no studies of effects on EFs from traditional martial arts or yoga in older adults, or adults of any age for that matter.

The two studies in older adults that found some EF benefits from simple aerobic exercise [17, 18] had younger subjects than the other four studies. In Dustman et al. [17], the age range of subjects was 55-70 and their mean age was 60 years. The mean age of subjects in Kramer et al. [18] was 62 years (no range given). The mean age of participants in the four studies that found no EF benefit from simple aerobic exercise was 66-70 years; none included participants<60 years and all included participants>70 years. Perhaps after the late 60’s, EFs can no longer benefit from simple aerobic exercise. However, Williams and Lord [19] found EF benefits from a program that included aerobic exercise, resistance training, and eye-hand and eye-foot coordination in participants whose mean age was 72 years. Perhaps the inclusion of activities targeting coordination was critical to seeing the EF benefits.

Davis et al. [20] had children do aerobic games where they had to think (e.g., basketball and soccer). They found that the group randomly assigned to 40-minute sessions (43 hours total) showed EF improvements while the group randomly assigned to 20-minute sessions (22 hours total) did not, though both groups performed comparably on the physical fitness outcome measure (treadmill endurance). After reviewing the literature, Kramer and Erickson (2007) [21] came to a conclusion quite consistent with what Davis et al. [20] found: There is “little evidence of a significant relationship between fitness change and cognitive change”. Could it be that it was the cognitive components of the exercise in the Davis et al. [20] study that accounted for the EF benefit, and that spending more time doing activities that trained and challenged EFs in the course of playing the games accounted for why the high-dose group showed EF benefits? (For computerized cognitive training, it certainly appears to be the case that the more time spent training and challenging EFs, the better the EF results [22-24].)

Best concluded in his review that “cognitively-engaging exercise appears to have a stronger effect than non-[cognitively]-engaging exercise on children’s executive function[s].” I fully agree. I would like to extend that in several ways. First, I predict that will be found to be true at all ages, not just in children. Two, I predict that improving bimanual coordination and eye-hand coordination, and working on activities that require frequently crossing the midline and/or rhythmic movement, might be particularly valuable. Researchers need to start looking at more interesting activities than running in place and need to systematically examine what aspects of those more interesting activities appear to be the critical elements for improving EFs [25-28].

EFs, and the prefrontal cortex on which they depend, are the first to suffer and suffer more than any other brain region or mental abilities if you are sad, stressed, lonely, not getting enough sleep, or not physically supported [1,29]. Any of those factors would work against seeing an EF benefit from an intervention or that EF benefit lasting. Conversely, we all display better EFs when we are happy, calm, well-rested, physically fit, and feel socially supported [1,29]. Any program that enhances these things that support EFs and/or reduces things that impair EFs (like feeling alone) while also directly requiring, training, and challenging EFs should, I think, be best at improving EFs [30, 31].

We need to have people do things that they absolutely love, that bring them great joy and pride and build their self-confidence, and things that make them feel less alone and more a part of a larger community working on something that all participants value - in addition to improving physical fitness and motor skills and directly training and challenging EFs. That could be a sports activity, dancing (especially where everyone dances not only with their partner but with everyone else in the group, as in the Cuban-style of salsa [Rueda] and in New England-style contradance), a traditional martial art, drumming circle [32, 33], or social circus (which provides many activities to choose from including juggling, tight-rope walking, unicycle riding, pyramid building, clowning, and acrobatics).

Only one study thus far that meets the criteria for inclusion in this review has examined the possible EF benefits of TaekWondo or aerobic exercise + resistance training + eye-hand and eye-foot coordination. Clearly more studies of these are needed and at different ages. Other types of traditional martial arts (like aikido or qigong) should also be investigated. Only two studies have looked at a sports activity, and in those studies either children did a little of this and a little of that or they did soccer only twice a week, for only 35 minutes each time, for only 8 weeks [34]. More studies are needed of different sports and with participants committed to one another as team-mates. Studies should look at the possible EF benefits of dance, band, drumming, circus, and other activities. Only two studies have looked at possible cognitive benefits of simple aerobic exercise in children. More studies are needed. Research on why aerobic activities might benefit EFs...
has focused on variables like increased blood flow and oxygen to the brain and increased BDNF in the brain; no one has looked at whether the mechanism of action might be by improving mood or sleep, which vigorous activity has been shown to do [35-37]. No study merit inclusion in this review has looked at whether benefits last even as long as a month, much less how long they last. No study merit inclusion here has looked at whether, or for how long, participants continue to do the activity they did for a study after the study ended. No one has looked at the possible EF benefits of simple aerobic exercise or resistance training in young children (3-6 years of age). No one has looked at the possible EF benefits for young children of physical activities that not only improve fitness but also demand and improve diverse motor and EF skills. I predict that the later (movement activities that improve physical fitness and also train diverse motor and EF skills) will be the most effective in improving the EFs of young children. Until the many holes in the research literature begin to be filled it will be difficult to draw firm conclusions but I put my money on activities that improve physical fitness but also (a) train and challenge diverse motor and EF skills, (b) bring joy, pride, and self-confidence, and (c) provide a sense of social belonging (e.g., group or team membership).
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